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What GAO Found

Federal agencies and their authorized funding recipients are eligible to use
the government's licenses to federally funded inventions for the benefit
of the government. Government researchers Canuse the technology without
paying a royalty, and federal agencies can authorize their funding recipients
to use the government's licenses for specific contracts, grant awards,
or cooperative agreements meeting a federal government need. The
government is not entitled to automatic price discounts simply because it
purchases products that incorporate inventions in which it happens to hold
a license. Furthermore, the government's lights attach only to the inventions
created by federally funded research and do not necessartly extend to later
inventions based on them. Thus, the government may have no lights in a
next-generation invention that builds on federally funded technology if the
new invention were not itself created by federally sponsored research.

Few of the biomedical products that federal agencies most commonly buy
appear to incorporate federally funded inventions. In 2001 the government
had licensing lights in only 6 brand name drugs associated with the top 100
pharmaceuticals that VAprocured and in 4 brand name drugs associated
with the top 100pharmaceuticals that DOD dispensed. GAOwas unable to
determine the extent to which the government had rights to other types of
biomedical products because there are no databases showing the underlying
patents for most of these products and such products may incorporate
numerous components that might not be covered by identifiable patents.

The federal government uses its licenses to biomedical inventions prtmarily
for research; however, researchers generally do not document such usage.
These licenses are valuable because researchers can use the inventions
without concerns about possible challenges for unauthorized use. Neither
VA nor DOD has used the government's licenses to procure biomedical
products because they cannot readily determine whether products use
federally funded technologies and they believe they already receive
favorable pricing through the Federal Supply Schedule and national
contracts. Furthermore, neither VAnor DODhas used the government's
license to manufacture a biomedical product for its use.

Rights to Federally Sponsored Inventions

• Federal agencies and their authorized funding recipients can use the
government's license to federally funded inventions without paying
a royalty.

• Federal agencies can authorize their contractors to make products that
incorporate federally funded inventions for government use without
rtsking patent infringement.

• The government's license does not entitle federal agencies to automatic
price discounts just because a product incorporates a federally funded
invention.

____________________ United States General Accounting Office
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Abbreviations

AIDS
DOD
FDA
HHS
HIV
NIH
USPTO
VA

acquiredimmunodeficiency syndrome
Department of Defense
Food and Drug Administration
Department of Health and Human Services
human immunodeficiency virus
National Institutes of Health
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Department ofVeterans Affairs

This is a work of the U.S. Government and is not subject to copyright protection in the
United States. it may be reproduced and distributed in its entirety without further
permission from GAO. It may contain copyrighted graphics. images or other materials.
Permission from the copyright holder may be necessary should you wish to reproduce
copyrighted materials separately from GAO's product.
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Congressional Connnittees

Since 1980, the Bayh-Dole Act and subsequent executive actions generally
have given federal contractors, grantees, and cooperative agreement
funding recipients the option to retain ownership rights to, and profit
from, commercializing the inventions they create as part offederally
sponsored research projects. In return for these rights, they are required to
file for patent protection, pursue commercialization of the inventions, give
preferences to small businesses in licensing, ensure that any products
resulting from the inventions are substantially manufactured in the United
States, and comply with certain reporting requirements, The Bayh-Dole
Act also provides federal agencies and their authorized funding recipients
with a "nonexclusive, nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up license" to
practice these federally funded inventions for government purposes.

We assessed (1) who is eligible to use and benefit from the government's
licenses to biomedical inventions created under federally sponsored
research, (2) the extent to which the federal government has licenses
to those biomedical inventions it procures or uses most commonly, and
(3) the extent to which those eligible have actually used or benefited
from these licenses. We focused our work on the Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA) and the Department of Defense (DOD)-which are
responsible for the bulk of the government's biomedical procurements--
and the National Institutes of Health (NIH), within the Department of
Health and Human Services (HHS), which funds most biomedical
research.

To determine who is eligible to use and benefit from the government's
licenses to biomedical inventions, we reviewed the Bayh-Dole Act, other
statutes, federal agencies' implementing regulations, applicable case law,
and the positions taken by federal agencies in interpreting these laws. To
assess the extent to which the government has licenses to the underlying
inventions for the biomedical products it uses, we primarily analyzed the
patents behind the top 100 pharmaceuticals that VAprocured and DOD
dispensed during 2001. For our analysis, we used databases maintained
by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office (USPTO) as well as VA, DOD, and NIH. Finally, to
assess the extent to which eligible parties have used or benefited from
the government's licenses, we determined (1) whether VAand DOD
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Results in Brief

· contracting'personnelusedthenrin'procuringpharrn:aceUticalsattd" .
"medicaldeVicesattd··(2)··WhethetVN.,·DOD;·tmdNIHteselltchpers6liftel········
used them in conducting research. We conducted our review from
April 2002 through April 2003 in accordance with generally accepted
government auditing standards. Additional details on our scope and
methodology are included in appendix 1.

Federal agencies and their authorized funding recipients are eligible to
use the government's licenses to federally funded inventions for the
benefit of the government. Specifically, government researchers can use
the technology without having to pay a royalty, and a federal agency can
have a contractor produce the item for its use without obtaining a separate
license. Third parties-contractors, grantees, and cooperative agreement
funding recipients-can use the government's licenses when granted this
authority for a specific contract, grant award, or cooperative agreement
meeting a federal government need. The government is not entitled to
automatic price discounts simply because it purchases products that
incorporate inventions in which it happens to holds a license. In addition,
the government's rights attach only to the inventions created by federally
funded research and do not necessarily extend to later inventions based
on them. Thus, the government may have no rights in a next-generation
invention that builds on federally funded technology if the new invention
were not itself created by federally sponsored research.

Few of the biomedical products that the federal government most
conunonly buys appear to incorporate federally funded inventions. We
found, for example, that federally funded inventions were used to make
only 6 brand name drugs associated with the top 100 pharmaceuticals that
VAprocured for use by veterans and 4 brand name drugs associated with
the top 100pharmaceuticals that DODdispensed in 2001. We could not
determine the extent to which the federal government holds rights to other
types of biomedical products, such as hospital beds and wheelchairs,
because (1) there are no databases showing the underlying patents for
most of these products and (2) the products may incorporate numerous
components that might not be covered by identifiable patents. However,
we found no federal government rights to the selected medical devices we
examined; and VAand DOD officials told us that the government would
rarely have patent rights in such products.

The federal government uses its licenses to biomedical inventions
primarily for performing research; however, the extent of such usage
cannot be determined because researchers generally do not keep records,
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Background

"accordingto'VA;ceD0D;andNIHofficials:Citing'agenerally-accepted -··n''''',~'--

. ·'···ptacticeamdtiggdVefjjfjjetit':llidttfiiVetsitY'sCietitists;"gdVefjjfjjefit
researchers have typically used the patented technologies of others
without obtaining permission or a license. However, patent law does not
appear to provide for such use without obtaining permission or a license
from the patent owner. Agency officials said that when their scientists'
use of federally funded inventions is challenged, they inform the patent
holders of the government's license. Neither VAnor DOD has used the
government's licenses to procure biomedical products because they
cannot readily determine ifproducts incorporate federally funded
technologies and they believe they already receive favorable pricing
through the Federal Supply Schedule and national contracts. Furthermore,
neither VAnor DOD has used the government's license to hire a contractor
to manufacture a biomedical product for its use.

In commenting on a draft of this report, NIH stated that because we tie
the exercise of the government's license rights to the needs of the federal
government, we give the impression that the government's license rights
are more limited th3J."'1 they actually are. While we agree with NIH that
federal agencies and their funding recipients have unrestricted rights to
use a federally funded invention for federal government purposes, it is
important to recognize that they can use these rights only to meet needs
that are reasonably related to the requirements of federal programs.

Prior to 1980, federal agencies generally retained title to any inventions
resulting from federally funded research-whether the research was
conducted by contractors and grantees or by federal scientists in their
own laboratories--although specific policies varied among the agencies.
Increasingly, this situation was a source of dissatisfaction because of a
general belief that technology resulting from federally funded research
was not being transferred to U.S. businesses for developing new or
improved commercial products. For example, there were concerns that
biomedical and other technological advances resulting from federally
funded research at universities were not leading to new products because
the universities had little incentive to seek uses for inventions to which
the government held title. Additionally, the complexity of the rules and
regulations and the lack of a uniform policy for these inventions often
frustrated those who did seek to use the research.
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····'IrrI980rthe·Congressenactedtwo'Iaws'that·havefosteredthetransfer'of'="''''
Jedera:l'technology·to"tT:S:'businesses:'The'SteverrSotFWytllet'Technology''''''"'''
Innovation Act of 1980 (p.L. 96-480, Oct. 21, 1980) promoted the transfer of
technology from federal laboratories to the private sector. The Bayh-Dole
Act (P.L. 96-517, Dec. 12, 1980) gave universities, nonprofit organizations,
and small businesses the option to retain title to inventions developed
with federal funding. It also authorized federal agencies to grant exclusive
licenses to patents on federally owned inventions that were made at
federal laboratories or that federal agencies patented after a federal
funding recipient opted not to retain title.

To protect the public's interest in commercializing federally funded
technology, the Bayh-Dole Act required, among other things, that a
contractor or grantee that retains title to a federally funded invention
(1) me for patent protection and attempt commercialization and
(2) comply with certain reporting requirements.' The act also specified
that the government would retain "a nonexclusive, nontransferable,
irrevocable, paid-up license to practice or have practiced for or on behalf
of the United States any subject Invention throughout the 'world.»3

The Bayh-Dole Act did not give large businesses the right to retain title
to their federally funded inventions. Subsequently, in February 1983,
President Reagan issued a memorandum on patent policy to executive
agency heads stating that, to the extent permitted by law, the
government's policy is to extend the policy enunciated in the Bayh-Dole
Act to all federally funded inventions arising under research and
development contracts, grants, and cooperative agreements. In April 1987,
President Reagan issued Executive Order 12591, which, among other
things, requires executive agencies to promote the commercialization of
federally funded inventions in accordance with the 1983memorandum.

'Technology transferis a process through whichresearch results, including inventions,
computersoftware,andtechnical information, areprovidedto potentialusers in a manner
that encourages and accelerates their evaluation and use.

'See 35 U.S.C. § 202(c)(1)-(3). In addition, 35 U.S.C. § 203 protects tile public interest by
authorizing a federalagencyto "march in"andreassert control overa federally funded
invention if, for example, a patent owner fails to take steps to commercialize the invention.
If the governmentinvokes its march-in rights, which is believed neverto-havehappened, it
could license a third partyto conunercialize the invention.

'35 U.S.C. § 202(c)(4).
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The Government's
License Has Limited
Applicability

The Government's License
Protects Its Right to
Practice the Invention

Clur'1999 'report"noted'thatJederal'agencies'were'not'always'aware'of " ,""'="=,,,'
.. ·thegdvef'lUllent's'l1censes'andcouldnot'tellus'the'circurnstancesunder·····

which these licenses had been employed.' Nevertheless, agency officials
s3idtl1.ai the government's license to practice federally funded inventions
is important because agency scientists could use these inventions without
being concerned that such use would be challenged.

Federal agencies and their authorized funding recipients have the right
to benefit from the use of a federally funded invention without risk of
infringing the patents. Government scientists can use these inventions
in their research without having to pay royalties. Federal contractors,
grantees, and cooperative agreement funding recipients may use the
government's license if they are authorized to do so. For example,
federal agencies can contract with a third party to manufacture products
containing such inventions. However, the government's license to use a
federally funded invention does not automatically entitle the government
to price discounts when purchasing products that happen to incorporate
the invention. The government's license also does not necessar....Jy extend
to later inventions related to or based on the federally funded invention.

The Bayh-Dole Act gives the government the light to "practice"---or use-a
federally funded invention without being liable for patent infringement.
There are two primary ways in which the government can use its right
to practice an invention in which it has retained a license. First, the
government can contract with a third party to make a product that
incorporates the invention for or on behalf of the government without
either the government or the contractor being liable for patent
infringement. It is our understanding that this right has never been
invoked for biomedical products. Second, the government can use the
invention itself without obtaining a license from or paying a royalty to
the patent owner. As discussed later in this report, federal research
officials say that this is a common occurrence in the research arena,
making the license to use federally funded inventions a valuable asset to
the government.

4-See U.s. General Accounting Office, Technology Transfer: Reporting Requirements for
FedlrraUy Sponsored Inventions Need Revision, GAOIRCED-99-242 (Washington, D.C.:
Aug. 12, 1999).
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The Govenullent'sbicense
Ts'AviilTii15lirfoFeaerar·······
Agencies and Authorized
Funding Recipients

The government's light to practice an invention is limited-to federal
··agenclesandtheirfundingrecipients·specificallyauthOlizedtousethe ...•...

invention for federal government purposes. The Bayh-Dole Act provides
that the license is "nontransferable," which means that the government
may not sell or otherwise authorize another to practice an invention in
its stead. This concept Is not unique to the Bayh-Dole Act. Such language
appears frequently in patent practice, where nonexclusive licensing
agreements are typically construed as restricting assignment of the
license without the licensor's consent. In the Bayh-Dole Act, the term
"nontransferable" Is followed inunediately by qualifying text-language
that allows the government to authorize others to practice the invention
for or on its behalfbut which restricts the purposes for which it may
do so.

Federal agencies typically have authorized contractors to use the
government's license to develop and produce mission-critical hardware,
such as a weapon system. This use of the government's license satisfies
a legitimate federal governmental need in support of a congressionally
authorized program,

Such linkages to an agency's mission are less prevalent when grants or
cooperative agreements are used, as Is typically the case with NIH, which
sponsors biomedical research to benefit the public health. This research
serves the public good through biomedical advances from publishing
scientific results and developing new technology that improve people's
life. This good may represent a sufficient government need for NIH to
authorize its grantees to use the government's license as a basis for using
federally funded inventions in their research. However, according to a
senior NIH attorney, NIH does not use this rationale to authorize grantees
to exercise the government's licenses and has not included a clause in
its grant agreements authorizing the use of federally funded inventions
as part of the research. As a result, NIH's grantees might be sued for
infringement and must negotiate any licensing agreements they believe
they need to support their work. Furthermore, the government's license
to use a federally funded invention generally does not apply to HHS's
purchases of drugs and vaccines because (1) HHS has never contracted
for the manufacture of a pharmaceutical made with federal funds for the
government's use and (2) HHS's funding assistance for acquiring drugs or

,I
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The Government Is Not
Automatically Entitled to
Price Discounts

The Government's License
May Not Extend to Related
Inventions

... vaccinesfor distribution-is-intended-to assist-the-states-public.health··====·····==····=··
servtees.ratherthanto-meet·a·federal·agency'sneed:'

The "paid-up license" that the Bayh-Dole Act specifically confers on the
federal govenunent'is often referred to as a "royalty-free license." The
term "royalty-free" license (and even "paid-up license") has sometimes
been misinterpreted in a way that effectively eliminates the conditions set
forth in the statute. The license for which the federal govenunent is "paid
up" entitles it to practice an invention itself, or to have others practice the
invention on the government's behalf. The statute does not give the federal
government the far broader right to purchase, "off the shelf' and royalty
free (i.e., at a discounted price), products that happen to incorporate a
federally funded invention when they are not produced under the
government's license.

An invention rarely represents a completely new form of technology
because the inventor almost always has used "priorart" in developing
the ideas that led to an invention. Prior art is the intellectual basis-the
knowledge base-upon which the novelty of an invention is established
or the basis that determines whether the "invention" would have been
obvious to one skilled in the art. In making an invention, an inventor
typically would build on the prior art in the particular technology, and
some of this prior art might have been developed by either govenunent
scientists or federal funding recipients. However, an intellectual property
interest in prior art does not in and of itself give one an interest in
someone else's subsequent invention.

Also, an invention often is part of a family of related inventions. One
research project may spawn multiple inventions that, for example, are
separate and distinct or are further developments of a basic invention
for specific applications. Similarly, the idea on which the original
invention is based may trigger new inventions," The question of whether
the government has an interest in later inventions also arises in instances

~or example, HHS provides funding for the states' pediatric vaccine program.

'See 35 U.S.C. § 202(c)(4).

7The patent application for the first invention is referred to as the "parent" if a second
application is filed on the basis of the same disclosure and at least one person is named as
the inventor on both applications.
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The Government
Appears to Hold
Few Licenses to the
Biomedical Products
It Purchases

involving the same,technologies'whenthepatents'tothese inventionsare
" 'related in-some fashion, Patents may'berelated-becausettrey-protcct

inventions springing from the same essential technologies or scientists
discover additional uses for an invention. For example, while a patent
application is pending at USPTO, the applicant may decide to clarify the
description of an invention because what initially was viewed as a single
invention is found to be two or more inventions or because the USPTO
patent examiner determines that patent application claims must be
separated and independently supported.

Whether the government has the right to practice an invention because it
retains a license to use it under the Bayh-Dole Act depends upon whether
the invention was developed with federal funding and is, therefore, subject
to the act. An invention is a "subject invention" if it is conceived or first
actually reduced to practice "in the performance of work under a funding
agreement" (contract, grant, or cooperative agreement) to which the act
applies. Rights to the parent patent do not automatically generate rights
vis-it-vis related subsequent patents. In this regard, the government is not
entitled to any different protection than other entities that fund research.

There is one exception to the general rule that inclusion depends upon
whether each invention was itself conceived or first actually reduced to
practice in performing federally funded research. This exception holds
that while the owner of a "dominant patent" can block the unlicensed
use of that patent and related patents, the owner may not assert that
patent either to deprive its licensee's right to a "subservient patent" or,
similarly, block the government's license to use a subservient patent for
a federally funded invention. Thus, if the owner of a dominant patent
subsequently makes a new invention in the course of work under a federal
contract or other federal assistance, the owner cannot assert the dominant
patent to frustrate the government's exercise of its license to use the
second invention.

Although determining the extent to which the government has licenses
in biomedical products is difficult, the number appears to be small. For
pharmaceuticals, one of the largest sectors of the biomedical market, we
found that the government had an interest-either because of its license
under the Bayh-Dole Act or as the owner or "assignee" of the patent-in
only 6 brand name drugs associated with the top 100 products, by dollar
value, that VAprocured in fiscal year 2001 and 4 brand name drugs
associated with the top 100 products, by dollar value, that DOD dispensed
from July 2001 to June 2002. (See apps. II and III.) All four of the DOD
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chugs were among thesix federally-fundedpharmaceuticals thatVA .
'~"purchased;"As~shown'irrtable~l:;,V:A'and'DOD'spent'about'$1:2O'million'on~~~" ,,,.~, .

these six drugs in fiscal year 2001.

Table 1: DOD's and VA's Expenditures on Drugs Incorporating Federally Sponsored Inventions, Fiscal Year 2001

Dollars in millions

Dru,gname
Procrit (epoetin alpha)

Xalatan (Iatanoprost)

Epogen (epoetin alpha)
Neupogen (tilgraslim)

Taxol (paclitaxel)

Zerit (stavudine)
Total

Use
Treats severe anemia caused by such conditions as cancer, acquired
immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), or surgery
Treats eye conditions, including glaucoma and ocular hypertension, in which
increased pressure can lead to a gradual lass of vision
Treats severe anemia caused by such conditions as cancer, AIDS, or surgery
Decreases the chance of infection in patients with cancer by promoting the
growth of while blood cells
Treats metastatic breast and ovarian cancer and Kaposi's sarcoma, as well as
head and neck cancer, non-small-cell lung cancer, small-cell lung cancer, and
bladder cancer
Treats infection caused by the human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)

DOD's and VA's
eXj!enditures

$45.5

21.8

15.6
14.2

12.2

10.2
$119.5

Sources: DOD and VA (data), GAO (analysis).

Note: Drug names are presented in terms of brand name products, and the corresponding generic
drug name is included in parentheses.

We could not deterrnirre the extent to which the government holds
rights to other types of biomedical products because (1) no databases
exist showing the underlying patents for most of these products and
(2) products such as hospital beds and wheelchairs may incorporate
numerous components that might not be covered by identifiable patents.
Our examination found no government rights to any of five medical
devices for which the VA Medical Center in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, had
spent more than $1 million during fiscal year 2002. The medical devices
we analyzed included electric hospital beds, closed circuit televisions,
blood pressure monitors, low-air-loss and air-pressure mattresses, and
wheelchairs. Officials from VA and DOD believe that the government
would rarely have patent rights to such products.

The Government Has
Used Its Biomedical
Licenses Primarily
for Research

Officials from VA, DOD,and NIH said that their agencies use the
government's licenses to biomedical inventions primarily in performing
research. These officials could not tell us the extent of such usage,
however, because researchers generally do not keep records. Instead,
government researchers often use the technology and Worm the patent
owner of the government's rights only if there is a claim of infringement
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Biomedical Licenses Are
Primarily Used for
Research

·.... orother question·regarding·the··government's·use,·Infactj··government··
. sctentlsts·usuallydo··not·obtairtIicenses·fol'·anypatentedteclU1ology···tller
may use in research. They told us that using technology for research
purposes without obtaining permission is a generally accepted practice
among both government and university scientists.

VAand DOD officials said they do not consider the government's licenses
for procurements because they (1) would not be able to determine
readily which products incorporate patented technologies or whether the
government helped fund the technology's development, (2) believe they
already receive favorable pricing through the Federal Supply Schedule and
national contracts, and (3) are not required by law to do so. Similarly, the
VAand DODofficials said they had not used the government's licenses to
have a contractor manufacture biomedical products for federal use.

DOD and NIH attorneys told us that the government primarily uses its
biomedical licenses for research. According to these officials, the
government's licenses are valuable because they allow researchers to use
the inventions without concern about possible challenges alleging that the
use was unauthorized. However, no governmentwide database exists to
track how often government researchers actually use the licenses, and
agencies did not have records showing how often or under what
circumstances these licenses have been employed.

NIH officials said that their agency does not routinely document its
researchers' use of patented technologies. Thus, they have no way to
readily determine which patented technologies have been used or whether
the government had an interest in them. However, the NIH officials cited
additional reasons why NIH researchers seldom obtain licenses to conduct
research: First, NIHresearchers may not really need a license because
they can work with the underlying principles behind the technology simply
by using the information that has been published. Second, there is a
prevailing practice not to enforce patent rights among federal agencies
and nonprofit organizations that conduct academic research. Third, under
28 U.S.C. § 1498,federal agencies cannot be enjoined from using patented
technology in conducting research; the patent owner's only recourse is to
sue the government for a reasonable royalty.

An Army patent attorney told us that he advises researchers to inform him
of any patented technologies they are using in their research. He also said,
however, that this does not always happen in practice and that he and the
researchers generally are not aware of a potentially infringing use until the
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The "General Research
Exception" Is Cited
in Using Patented
Technologies

··"··patent'ownerinforms'them,'Atthattimerhe'researches,the'matter'and"""="'''''''''··
seekSperm1ss1on;·obtatnsalicense;'or·informs'tltepalenlowner'oftlte,.", ....
government's interest if there is one. Because the attorney does not have
records on government licenses, he has to research each case individually.
He added that he had invoked the privileges of the licenses for research
purposes but could not readily tell us how often this had occurred.

A VAofficial said that, like NIH, VAresearchers usually do not know
whether the technology they use for research is patented. Furthermore,
information about the government's interest in the development of
products is difficult to obtain because extensive research would be
required. She said that VAprocures some research materials using
Material Transfer Agreements with universities. For the most part,
however, VAsimply goes about its research assuming it has the right to
use the technologies of others unless there is a challenge. She was
unaware of any patent infrtngement cases that had been filed against VA.

VA, DOD, and NIl! have each relied, to some extent, on the concept that
a researcher could use patented technology for research as Iong as the
research is for purely scientific endeavors. According to agency officials,
such use is a generally accepted practice within the research community
on the basis of what some believe is a "general research exception."
However, some agency officials questioned how this exception might be
viewed in light of the decision rendered by the Court ofAppeals for the
Federal Circuit in Madey v. Duke University, 307 F.3d 1351 (Fed. Cir.
2002). Concerning the availability of the expertmental use exception to a
university, the court ruled that the expertmental use exception is very
narrow and strictly limited, extending only to expertmental uses that are
not in furtherance of the infringer's legitimate business and are solely
for the infringer's amusement, to satisfy idle curiosity, or for strictly
philosophical inquiry. The court also stated that the profit or nonprofit
status of the user is not determinative of whether the use qualifies for the
expertmental use exception. Expertmental use may infringe a patent when
the use furthers the infringer's business. For example, the business of a
research institution includes conducting research.

Some patent owners believe that allowing others to use their patented
technologies for research purposes may pose no threat and may actually
be to their benefit. In fact, representatives from corporations involved in
the research and development of products in the biomedical area told us
that they welcome additional research that will continue to advance the
state of the art as long as such use is not merely an attempt to use the
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Licenses Have Not Been
Used for Biomedical
Procurements

Observations

m"patents,forcommercial,purposes,withoutobtaining"aclicense"They, ",m'm' ''''m'',cc",,' , '

""','saidthatthere'h3S'been'an'un8tated,~gentiemen!sagmement!!arnong,
researchers in this regard that will not be affected by the Madey case. If
true, government researchers may, as a practical matter, be able in many
cases to continue using the patented technologies of others without
obtaining licenses.

VAand DOD procurement officials were unaware of any instances in
which a federal agency had used the government's licenses to have
contractors manufacture products that incorporate federally funded
inventions. Furthermore, these procurement officials said that, as
discussed above, the government's license does not provide an automatic
discount for federal government procurements. They added that even if
they wanted to use the license for procurements, they would notknow
which products incorporate federally funded inventions.

The VAand DOD officials also said that the government's licenses would
probably not significantly reduce their procurement costs because they
believe they already receive favorable pricing through the Federal Supply
Schedule and national contracts. In particular, for a branded
pharmaceutical to be listed on the Federal Supply Schedule, the
manufacturer must agree to give the government a 24-percent discount
over the nonfederal average manufacturer price.' Furthermore, the federal
government has negotiated national contracts that provide even greater
discounts for some pharmaceuticals.

The government's license under the Bayh-Dole Act provides protection
against claims ofpatent infringement when federal agencies or their
authorized funding recipients use federally funded inventions. Scientists
working for federal agencies and their contractors generally are
authorized to use federally funded inventions; however, agencies have not
necessarily provided similar authorization in their grant agreements for
scientists at universities and other institutions. The decision rendered by
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit in Madey v. Duke University
calls into question the validity of the general research exception that many

'The Veterans Health Care Act of 1992 (p.L. 102-585)established a 7&-percent ceiling for
Federal Snpply Schedule prices.
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Agency Comments
and OUf Evaluation

· scientists have cited-as a basisfor usingthe patented technology of others
trrtheir-research-: ......••..••.• .

We provided NIH with a draft of this report for its review and comment.
NIH stated that because our report ties the exercise of the government's
license rights to the needs of the federal government, we give the
impression that the government's license rights are more limited than they
actually are. While we agree with NIH that federal agencies and their
funding recipients have unrestricted rights to use a federally funded
invention for federal government purposes, it is important to recognize
that they can use these rights only to meet needs that are reasonably
related to the requirements of federal programs. NIH also provided
comments to improve the report's technical accuracy, which we
incorporated as appropriate. (See app. IVfor NIH's written comments
and our responses.)

Vale will send copies of this report to interested Members of Congress; the
Secretary of Defense; the Secretary of Health and Human Services; the
Secretary of Veterans Affairs; and the Director, Office of Management and
Budget. We will also make copies available to others upon request. In
addition, the report will be available at no charge on the GAO Web site at
http://www.gao.gov.

Ifyou have any questions about this report, please contact me at
(202) 512-3841. Key contributors to this report were Richard Cheston,
Deborah Ortega, Bert Japikse, Frankie Fulton, and Lynne Schoenauer.

=\Z~\\\.~~

Robin M.Nazzaro
Director, Natural Resources
and Environment
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The Honorable Orrin G. Hatch
Chairman
The Honorable Patrick J. Leahy
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on the Judiciary
United States Senate

The Honorable Sam Brownback
Chairman
The Honorable John B. Breaux
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Science, Technology,

and Space
Committee on Commerce, Science,

and Transportation
United States Senate

The Honorable Lamar Smith
Chairman
The Honorable Howard L. Berman
Ranking Minority Member
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet,

and Intellectual Property
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives

The Honorable Sherwood L. Boehlert
Chairman
The Honorable Ralph M. Hall
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Science
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

<We examined the mannerinwhich.federalagencies administer, use, <
«< and <benefitfromintellectulIlpropertycreated underfederallysponsored-' <
research programs related to public health, health care, and medical
technology. Our objectives were to assess (I) who is eligible to use and
benefit from the government's licenses to biomedical inventions
created under federally sponsored research, (2) the extent to which the
government has licenses to those biomedical inventions it procures or
uses most commonly, and (3) the extent to which those eligible have
actually used or benefited from these licenses.

To determine who is eligible to use and benefit from the government's
licenses, we reviewed the applicable laws, regulations, and procedures,
including an examination of relevant case law. We also obtained the views
of a senior attorney responsible for handling these cases in the Office of
General Counsel of the Department of Health and Human Services.

To assess the extent of the government's licenses to biomedical
inventions, we concentrated on pharmaceuticals because
(1) pharmaceuticals represent a major component of the federal
government's biomedical procurements-i-an estimated $3.5 billion
annually-s-and (2) government databases can be used to identify the
underlying patents to pharmaceuticals approved by the Food and.Drug
Administration (FDA). In conducting our work, we first obtained data on
the generic product name, total purchases by dollar mount, and number
of prescriptions filled for the top 100 pharmaceuticals purchased by the
Department ofVeterans Affairs (VA)and the Department of Defense
(DOD), which procure most of the government's biomedical products
for use by their hospitals and other medical facilities. VA'sdata covered
procurements for fiscal year 2001. DOD's data covered the 12-month
period from July 1, 2001, to June 30, 2002, because the agency began
consolidating its pharmacy program sales data on July 1, 2001.

For each of the VAand DOD pharmaceuticals, we used FDA's Electronic
Orange Book to identify the corresponding brand name product(s) and
their patents. We focused on brand name products rather than generics
because the former often utilize technologies with protected active
patents and typically generate higher sales, whereas generic drugs often
enter the market only after a product's active patents have expired. We
examined possible equivalent brand names to ensure that we identified the
government's licenses to available alternative products. FDA's Electronic
Orange Book included 210 of the 217 brand name products we reviewed.
We also obtained patent numbers for three of the seven pharmaceuticals
not included by examining their product Web sites. Using the patent
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Appendix I: ObjectivesJ Scope, and
Methodology

numbers, we then.accessed.the.patent.records inthcU.S.Patcnt and
TrademarkOffice's(USPTO}patentdatabase todeterminewhetherthe····
government held any rights to the patented technologies of each brand
name pharmaceutical. We identified any cases where the government was
the owner or assignee or had a license to use the invention because it
sponsored the research.

In addition to our own assessment, we examined the NationalInstitutes of
Health's (NIH) July 2001 report entitled NTH Response to the Conference
Report Request for a Plan to Ensure Taxpayers' Interests Are Protected.
NIH assessed the return to the taxpayers for therapeutic drugs that use
NIH-funded technology and have sales of at least $500 million per year,
making them "blockbuster" drugs. From a survey of the pharmaceutical
industry, FDA,USPTO, and its own databases, NIH determined that the
government had rights to 4 of the 47 blockbuster drugs it identified for
1999-Taxol, Epogen, Procrit, and Neupogen. We found that all 4 of these
were among VA'stop 100 pharmaceutical procurements and all but Taxol
were among DOD's top 100.

To determine the extent of the government's ownership of or licenses to
use other biomedical products, we explored several methods to locate
relevant patent and licensing information for medical devices. However,
we found that (1) there are no databases showing the underlying patents
for most of these products and (2) products such as hospital beds and
wheelchairs typically incorporate numerous components that mayor
may not be covered by identifiable patents. In addition, VAand DOD
procurement officials informed us that they do not have agencywide data.
showing the most frequently purchased items because many devices are
purchased at the local level.

Because of these limitations, we identified five medical devices for
which the VAHospital in Milwaukee, Wisconsin-a major procurer of
medical devices-had spent more than $1 million during fiscal year 2002.
This approach also provided only limited information. We examined the
government's rights to each device by identifying it in the General Services
Administration's on-line supply catalog, which includes the items on
the Federal Supply Schedule, and reviewing the corresponding item
descriptions. However, we found that the catalog does not provide patent
or licensing information for any of the products. We also were unable to
determine from the USPTO patent database the specific patents used for
each medical device. Finally, our examination of product Web sites found
that they do not provide information on the products' patented
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Appendix I: Objectives, Scope, and
Methodology

'technologies' oratltlress wllether the govemmenthas license rights

To examine how the government has used its licenses to federally funded
inventions, we interviewed DOD, NIH, and VAofficials who procure
biomedical products or who are involved in scientific research. Also, we
researched relevant statutes and case law and met with knowledgeable
officials in NIH and industry to determine whether a general research
exception exists regarding patent infringement that applies to government
and other researchers conducting research for purely scientific reasons.

We conducted our work from April 2002 through April 2003 in accordance
with generally accepted government auditing standards. We did not
independently verify the data that VA, DOD, or NIHprovided or the data
obtained from the USPTO and FDA databases. However, agency officials
addressed each of our questions regarding their data
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Appendix II: The Top 100 Pharmaceuticals
Procured by VA on the Basis of Dollar Value,
Fiscal Year 2001

~~~"'~~~'n~riii!lions

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
~6

27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Drugname
8imvaslatin
Olanzapine
lansoprazole
Gabapentin
Metforminhydrochioride
Epoetin alfa"
Risperidone
8ertralin"'e::;h"y'"'d"ro"c""h;-lo--:ri-cde--
Glucoselest'
Fluoxetinehydrochloride
Feiodipine
Clopidogrelbisulfale
Ipratropium bromide
Goserelin acetate
lisinoprii
Paroxetine hydrochloride
Albulerol sulfate and ipratropium
bromide
Divalproexsodium
Rosiglitazone maleate
Bupropion hydrochloride
Amiodipinebesylate
Atorvastatin calcium
Interferon alta-zb and ribavlrln"
Buspironehydrochloride
Insulin'

Celecoxib
Finasteride
8almeteroi xinafoate
Enoxaparin sodium
Diltiazem'
Oxycodonehydrochloride
Latanoprost'
Donepezi! hydrochloride
Lamivudine andzidovudine
Nifedipine
Fexofenadine hydrochloride
Cyclosporine
Fluticasone ~ionate

Amount
~rocuredD

$121.7
99~6

63.8
61.2
59.6
53.3
49.9
49.3
42.4
39.3
36.5
36.1
34.6
34.3
28.9
27.7
24.8

24.0
23.9
22.0
20.8
20.2
20.0
19.5
19.4
19.0
18.9
18.8
17.4
17.2
16.5
16.3
16.0
16.0
15.7
15.4
15.2
15.1
15.0
14.9

No
No
No
No
No
Ves
No
No
Unknown
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Ves
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Appendix II: The Top 100 Pharmaceuticals
Procured by VA on the Basis of Dollar Value,
Fiscal Year 2001

Rank Drug name procured" governmentrights
41 Quetiapine fumarate $14.4 No
42 Cilalopram hydrobromide 14.3 No
43 Carvedilol 14.0 No
44 Fentanyl' 13.5 No
45 Venlafaxine hydrochloride 12.3 No
46 Albuterol' 11.6 No
47 Lovastalin 11.3 No
48 Rofecoxib 11.2 No
49 Levolloxacln 11.1 No
50 Filgrastim' 11.1 Yes
51 Triamcinolone" 10.7 No
52 FosinopriJ sodium 10.7 No
53 Carbidopa and levodopa 10.2 No
54 Terbinafine hydrochloride 10.2 No
55 Interferon beta-1a' 10.1 Unknown
56 Sumalriplan' 10.0 No
57 Warfarin sodium 10.0 No
58 Paclitaxel'' 9.5 Yes
59 Tramadol hydrochloride 9.2 No
60 Nefazodone hydrochioride 9.2 No
61 Mycophenolate mofelil' 8.7 No
62 Amoxicillin and clavuianale 8.6 No

potassium
63 Elanercepi 8.4 No
64 Nitrogiycerin 8.2 No
65 Loratadine 8.1 No
66 StavudinE! 7.9 Yes
67 Fluconazole 7.9 No
68 Alendronate sodium 7.5 No
69 Lamivudine 7.4 No
70 Efavirenz 7.4 No
71 Irinotecan hydrochioride 7.3 No
72 Ranitidine hydrochloride 7.3 No
73 Tamsulosin hydrochloride 7.3 No
74 Celirizine hydrochloride 7.2 No
75 Solalol hydrochloride 7.0 No
76 Phenyloin' 6.9 No
77 Terazosin hydrochioride 6.9 No
78 Carbamazepine 6.9 No
79 Clozapine 6.7 No
80 Irbesartan 6.7 No
81 Brimonidine tartrate 6.7 No
82 Amiodarone hydrochioride 6.6 No
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Appendix II: The Top 100 Pharmaceuticals
Procured by VA on the Basis of Dollar Value,
Fiscal Year 2001

Dollaminmillions

Rank
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Drug name
Glipizide
Mirtazagine
Carboplatin
Mesalamine
Indinavir sulfate
Potassium chioride
Nelfinavir mesylate
Rituximab'
Nicotine
Omeprazole
Tacrolimus
Alprostadil
Sildenafil citrate
Rabeprazole sodium
Azithromycin dihydrate
Flutamide
Ondansetron"
Pioglilazone hydrochioride

,Amount, ,Active,
procured· government rights

$6.5 No
6.4 No
6.3 No
6.1 No
5.8 No
5.8 No
5.6 No
5.6 Unknown
5.6 No
5.6 No
5.5 No
5.4 No
5.1 No
5.0 No
5.0 No
4.2 No
4.0 No
3.5 No

Sources: VA (data). GAO (analysis).

Note: The lable provides each drug's name on the basis of the active ingredients as they are listed in
FDA's Electronic Orange Book.

"Based on VA's prime vendor purchases, excluding any direct purchases.

'Patent and licensing information about epoetin alpha was obtained from NIH. Two brand name
epoetin alpha products, Epogen and Procrit, appear to use federally sponsored technology.

"A patent search for this item was not completed because we did not find a related listing in the
Orange Book or locate the product's patent information.

"Interferon alpha-2b and ribavirin is not listed in the Orange Book. However, we obtained relevant
patent information from the Web site devoted to the interferon/ribavirin product, Rebetron,
http://www.rebetron.com/pro/rebetron/pi.html. accessed on August 26, 2002.

"Variations of the drug name appeared in the Orange Book, and we examined the patents underlying
each relevant product.

Xatetan, a brand name latanoprost product, appears to use federally sponsored technology.

'Patent and licensing information about filgrastim was obtained from NIH. A brand name filgrastim
product, Neupogen, appears to use federally sponsored technology.

"Taxol, a brand name paclitaxel product, appears to use federally sponsored technology.

Relevant patent information was obtained from the Web site for the etanercept brand name product,
Enbrel, http://www.enbrel.comlhcp/about_enbrellindications.jsp. accessed on August 1,2002.

'Zerlt, a brand name stavudine product, appears to use federally sponsored technology.
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Appendix III: The Top 100 Pharmaceuticals
Dispensed by DOD on the Basis of Dollar
Value, July 1, 2001-June 30, 2002

Rank

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
16
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

41
42

Drug name
Omeprazole
Slmvastatin
Atorvastatin calcium
Celecoxib
Rofecoxib
Lansoprazole
Loratadine
Gabapentin
Esomeprazole magnesium
Clopidogrel bisuifate
Alendronate sodium
Fluoxetine hydrochloride
Sertraline hydrochloride
Paroxetine hydrochloride
Amlodiplne besylate
Pravastatin sodium
Piog!itazone hydrochloride
Oxycodone hydrochloride
Fluticasone ~ionate andsalmeterol xinafoate
Metformin hydrochloride
Rosiglitazone maleate
Venlafaxine hydrochloride
Olanzapine
Zolpidem tartrate
Amoxicillin andc1avulanate E.otassium
Cetirizine hydrochloride
Lisinopril
Fluticasone propionate
Fexofenadine hydrochloride
Raloxifene hydrochloride
Tolterodine tartrate
Estrogens, conjugated
Bupropion hydrochloride
Ciprofloxacin'
Pantoprazole sodium
Rabeprazole sodium
Levofloxacin
Diltiazem hydrochloride
Donepezil hydrochloride
Citalopram hydrobromide
Etanercspt"
Montelukast sodium

rights
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Appendix III: The Top 100 Phannaceuticals
Dispensed by DOD on the Basis of Dollar
Value, July 1, 2001-June 30, 2002

Rank
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61

62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83

Drug name
Epoetin alfa'
Bloodsugardiagnostic'
Tamsulosin hydrochloride
Fentanyl"
Azithromycin dihydrate
RisEeridone
Loratadine and pseudoephedrine sulfate
Estrogens, conjugated and medroxyprogesterone
acetate
Tramadol hydrochloride
Surnatriptan"
Interferon beta-1a and albumin"

Somatropin recombinant
Losartan potassium
Sildenafil citrate
Oxybutynin chioride
Carvedilol
Fenofibrate"

Amlodipine besyiateand benazeprii hydrochloride
Acetaminophen and hydrocodone bitartrate
Topiramate
Filgrastim'
Metoprolol succinate
Nifedipine
Tamoxifen citrate
Quetiapine fumarate
Valsartan
Budesonide
Salmeterol xinafoate
l.atanoprost"
Bicalutamide
Clarithromycin
Mometasone furoate
Warfarin sodium
Calcitonin, salmon
Methylphenidate hydrochloride
Finasteride
Divalproex sodium
Mesalamine
Albuterol sulfateand ipratropium bromide
Mirtazapine
Amphetamine aspartateand amphetaminesulfate and
dextroamphetamine saccharate and
dextroamphetamine sulfate

.~~Ac;:tive,,,gov_ernment,,,,,:,=,;c,~"

ris.h!,. .
Yes
Unknown
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
Unknown
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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Appendix III: The Top 100 Pharmaceuticals
Dispensed by DOD on the Basis of Dollar
Value, July 1, 2001-June 30, 2002

cocRankoc
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100

Dr.ugcnamaccc.ccoccocc ....
Ipratropium bromide
Lorazapam
Potassium chloride
Hydrochlorothiazida and losartanpotassium
Estradiol'
Triamclnolone"
Verapamil hydrochlorlda
Isotretinoin
Enoxaparin sodium
Buspirone hydrochlorida
Risedronate sodium
Maloxicam
Aibuterol'
Ethinylestradioland norgestimata
Ranitidina hydrochloride
Vaiacyclovirhydrochloride
Amiodarone hydrochlorida

-,Active,government""""""
rightsoc" 0 ceoo m'O'OW'O'm ,0, ooc '
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No·
No
No

Sources: DOD (data), GAO (analysis).

Note: The ranking of the drugs is based on the dollar sales volumes for prescriptions filled through
national mail order pharmacies and the retail pharmacy network. Dollar sales volumes are not
provided here because, at the time of the data request, complete information regarding DOD's
pharmaceutical-elispensing activities was not available. The table provides each drug's name on the
basis of the active ingredients as they are listed in FDA's Electronic Orange Book.

"Variations of the drug's name appeared in the Orange Book, and we examined the patents
underlying each relevant product.

'Relevant patent information was obtained from the Web site for theetanercept brand name product,
Enbrel, http://www.enbrel.comlhcp/about..:..enbrellindications.jsp. accessed on August 1,2002.

<Patentand licensing information about epoetin alpha was obtained from NIH. Two brand name
epcetln alpha products, Epogen and Procrit, appear to use federally sponsored technology.

dApatent search for this item was not completed because we did not find a related listing in the
Orange Book or locate the product's patent information.

GOOD listed "fenofibrate, micronized," while the Orange Book listed only 'fenofibrate." However, the
Orange Book provided additional information specifying which fenoftbrate products are micronized.
Accordingly, we limited our work to such items.

'Patent and licensing information about filgrastim was obtained from NIH. A brand name filgrastim
product, Neupogen, appears to use federally sponsored technology.

'Xalatan, a brand name latanoprost product, appears to use federally sponsored technology.
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Appendix IV: Comments from the National
Institutes of Health

,Note:,GAO .comrncnts..
""supplementing,those,h

the report text appear at
the end of this appendix.

r:»
\4 DEPARTMENT OF HEALTII & HUMAN SERVICES

APR 22 2003

Ms. Robin Nazzaro
Director, Natural Resources and

Environment
U.S. General Accounting Office
441 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20548

Dear Ms. Nazzaro:

-

Public Health Service

National Institutes of Health
Bethesda.Maryland 2D8!12

www.nih.gov

Thank you for the opportunity to review and commenton the draft-report entitled,
Technology Transfer: Agencies'Rights in Federally Sponsored Biomedical Inventions
(GAQ-03-536). Enclosed are the comments of the National Institutes ofHealth. We
offer several general and technical comments that we believe will enhance the clarity
and accuracy ofthe document. .N; you are aware, we offered more extensive comments
at the exit conference and are pleased that some ofthese are reflected in the draft report.

~
inC IY.~ '/ ~

~
/'" - >.""'"~~
"~ -

. Elias A.Zerhouni~
Director

Enclosure

I
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Appendix IV: Comments from the National
Institutes of Health

National Institutes of Health Comments on the U.S. General Accounting
Office Draft Report Entitled Technology Transfer: Agencies'Rights in Federally

Sponsored Biomedicallnventions, GAO-03-S36,April 2003

See comment 1.

Note: Page numbers in
the draft report may differ
from those in this report.

See comment 2.
See comment 3.

See comment 4.

General Comment

Languagethroughoutthe draft report gives Q1e impressionthat the government's right to
usegovernmentlicenses to federally funded inventions is morelimited thanit actuallyis.
For example,thephrases "for the benefit ofspecific federalmissions," and "wherethere
is a legitimategovernmentneed" are used often. It wouldbe more accurateto use
statutorylanguagewhen discussingthis government right. Therefore,we suggest that the
report use language from 35 U.S.C. 202(c)(4) which states ''the Federal agency shall have
a nonexclusive,nontransferrable, irrevocable,paid-up license to practiceor have
practiced for or on behalf of the United States any subject inventionthroughoutthe
world."

Technical Comments

PaE-: 7 fcotnote 5. there is no place in the text MSOO!ated with footnote 5.

Page 7. secondparagraph.4th sentence, delete "generally".

~ delete the first paragraphconcerning dominant and subservientpatents. It is not
clear that this paragraphis supportedby case law as it relates to subject inventions [At
least none that has been cited by the GAO]. The paragraph implies that an owner of a
valuablepatentdevelopedentirely at private expensewhich dominateda subject
inventionwouldhave to license the patent to the governmentunder the same terms as the
government'slicense in the subject invention ifnecessery to practice thesubject
invention, i.e. "royaltyfree". If true, this could have a chillingeffect on participation of
private entitiesin governmentfunding agreements and CooperativeResearchand
DevelopmentAgreements.
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GAO's Comments

Appendix IV: Comments from
the National Institutes of
Health

'"Tlnrfollowing'are'GA()'scornmentsnnthe'Nationallnstitutes'of'Health's
""'" "lettef'dated'AprH 22;2003: '"

1. We agree with NIH that federal agencies have unrestricted rights to
use a federally funded invention for government purposes. It has,
indeed, a "nontransferable, irrevocable, paid-up license" to practice the
invention. Or it may authorize someone to practice the invention on its
behalf. However, these rights cannot be taken so as to undermine the
rights that the Bayh-Dole Act clearly intends to accord to inventors.
Specifically, the government's license permits it to practice the
invention to meet its needs, i.e., to meet needs that are reasonably
associated with the requirements of federal programs, not to act
outside of those constraints that normally distinguish public- from
private-sector activities.

2. We deleted the footnote.

3. We deleted "generally" from the sentence.

4. We disagree. Related issues have been discussed in several court
decisions. See, for example, AMP, Inc. v. United States; 389 F.2d 448,
454 (Ct. Cl. 1968), cert. denied, 391 U.S. 964 (1968). Regarding NIH's
concern that adherence to these cases might have a chilling effect on
the willingness of private entities to participate as funding recipients,
we point out that the parties can negotiate intellectual property rights
dealing with these issues on a case-by-case basis. Moreover, the
scope of any exception is limited as required to permit use of the
government's license in the subservient patent.

(360203)
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1Yes, America Has a 'New Economy': Technology
Federal Reserve Clihirman Alan Meanwhile, Rand Corp'sCritical Tech- ~al, Japan, Butthere is a lot more to this Ierlng from the usual inefficiencies of tax-

Greenspan gave unexr,.,e.ct."e,d support to nologiesInstitute, surveying corporate ex- ,~reat burst of creativity than just the supported institutions, nonetheless direct
"New Economy" theorists !n a speech at ecunves, forecasts that over the next 20 ' mount of money spent. Far more impor- grants to thousandsof individuals who are
the Gerald R, Ford Foundatlon in Grand years "molecular medicine" will lead to ant is the environment that Americans pursuing promisinglines of research, And
Rapids 13 days ago, Inf?rm,ation technol- powerful medications and therapies that have created-or perhaps preserved is a the ease with which individuals can start
ogy, he said, "has begun to alter, fund a- treat diseases at the geneticlevel. Therapy better description- that fosters and re- businessesinthe U.S" in sharp contrast to
mentally. the manner in,wh,ich wedo busi- will be appliedat earlier stages of disease wards creative effort. Europe and Asia, means that good ideas
ness and create economic value," By en- and will be adapted to individual patients, The Bayh-Dole Actof1980 allows recipi- spawn new firms. which often grow large
abling businesses to remove "large swaths These more precise treatmentswBl further ents ofgovernment grants to retain title to and provide shelter and stimulation for
ofunnecessary inventory," real-time infer- advance life expectancies. their inventions'. Says a study 011 basic re- Hew generations bent Oil making their

"The same deeper understanding of ge- search by the Committeefor Economic De- marks in research and development.
GI' -.i I V· netics that is poisedto revolutionize health velopment: "This law has stimulated in- But there is more to it than that. The

. ~,+,a leW care and its attendant industries also of- tense growth in university patenting antl a U.S. would never have arrived at this
~ Iers the potentia! for more precisely breed- SUbsequent technologytransfer Irom basic stnge wilhout the changes in the public-

By George Melloan ing plants and animals," says the Rand research institutions to industry. As a re- policy environment that have transpired
survey, "Depending on ,consumer accep- suit. industry is increasingly involved in over the last 20 years, Ronald Reagan set
tance, by the early part of the next cen- collaboration with, and sponsorship of, in motion a deregulatory and tax reform

matlon is accelerating pI1)cl~\ctivity growth tury, much of the world's producemay be university-based researchers." For exam- process that has survived to this day. gr.
and raising livingstancla~·d~. This has con- genetically engineered in someway. \, forts by the Clintons to nationalize the
tributed to the "greatest prosperity tile Materials technology is a Wide-open ' ,heallh Industry, whichsurely would have
world has ever witnessed." ., field, with possibilities fot' flexible glass Genetics research Mll stultified medical research, fulled. Sodid

Thnl is bullish tall, ioda man better 01' ceramics and, most fascinating, the revolutionize health care the effort of Vice President AI Gore to
known forchldlngWall Sft'e,et for its "irra- marriage of biology and engineering to . Whip lip "environmental" hysteria and
tional exuberance," lon~ b,¥fore the Dow produce combinations of organic and in- . thus expand the regulatory burden, which
soared above 11,000. There can be little' organic materials that arc, in effect, self- pIe, the eRD report notes that there are is a particular curse Ior small start-up
doubt, however, that there ~s a new, tech- assembling". Tiny sensors will someday 1,000 companies in Massachusetts with rc- firms, at a faster rate.
nology-based economy rdnl'~ng toward the eliminate the need for highway toll booths Intlonshlps with the Massachusetts Insti- AnotherRand study comparing the U.S.
year :WOO and that Amer:;ir.a,ns arc Its pri- andregulate autumohlle engines, in lJoth tute of Technology. Their worldwide sales wilh the European Union. Japan, China
I11HI'Y driving Iorce. So i1) hi~fascinating to cases suvfng enormous amounts of fuel: are $53 billion~. "Similar developments and South Korea shows that the U.S. lends
contemplate what new technologtcal mar- Imaging technology is progressing to- have taken place in California's Silicon in providing a climate of openness to for-
vels we're likely to see inthe 21st century, ward identifying tinier objects, advanc- Valley and the Research Triangleof North eign trade and investment. This helps
Just as enguging is refle~ti~n on why it is ing molecular medicine and genetic engi- Carolina." make the U.S. economy highly cornpeti-
that the U.S.has hecome}he; fountainhead ncering, Butmany places elsewhere in the world tlve, Competition stimulates Innovation.
o( creativity in science a~d ~ngineel'ing. A . In transportation, look for the "hybrid are lacking oneor more of the magic ingre- 'l'hat is reflected in Rand statlsttcs show-
{atofother nations wouldJilce to find the se- car" early in the 21st century, using fuel dients that have made the:U.S. the great ing that American industry sharply ex-
cret and bottleit. cells, an advanced electrical battery, dynamoofthe technologicnl revolution. No panded Its employment of Ph,D.scientists

But first a look at some~,f the hot tech- "Overthe longerterm. fuelcells, combined country, for example, can match Amer- and engineers between the years Ul7:l and
nologtes, somegleaned from'tl bibliography with super-strong, ultra-light polymers or lea's vast networkof collegesand universi- l!lDl, increasing- its share, relative to other
prepared by the Organization[or Economic ceramics, could provide true energy suv- ties, teaching hospitals and private-reo employers, to 3lllJ{, trom 24%.
Cooperation and Development in Purls, Ings for the transportation sector," the search institutions, not to mention the labs Thereare lessons inall this. All thisnew
OECD researchers expect)furtber dramatic Runrl studysays, of its multinational corporations, These sciencedidn't just happen. It had to be in-
advances in information:teshn.ology, with~ The reason the U.S. is leading the tech- centers of research attract aspiring scien- cUhaled.1f the u.s. tan preserve the onvl-
desktopcomputers Il(~a<lin~' {~lwal'd and lip- ('nologienl revolution is partly its gTl~at fists and engineers from all over tile worhl rOllllWlll lilat lIaldlPs inventions, it call
waul ill 1l1l~1l1Ol"Y <ll\dspl'ed.~(:{,lle-n~pl'\(,c'- w{'Hllh. lis corpornlions, universities und uml many find the intellectual climate so look forward with optimism to the 21stcen-
ment lhernpy could be wi~lt.'~ll'ead by 2U25. national laboratories are the world's lead- much to their liltingthat they settle penna- wry. Present evidence suggests that the
as the Human Genome Prpj~t unlocks fur- ing' spenders on research and develop- nently in the U.S~ . . 2bt may even outstrip the 20th us a cen-
ther mysteries of the human body, ment, with outlays double the nearest rio U.S. nationallnbOl'atories, though suf- lury of science.
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UW-Madison's _
ceremony includes two rather dubious
honorarydegree··awards to apologists

"-"'fOr-tfnilletsitn5fiVatization"and-corporate'"
globalization.

While many students, friends, and relatives should be
justifiably proud of the diplomas they will be lining up to
receive this coming graduation weekend, there are a few
more dubious degrees being doled out by UW-Madison,
as well.

Many may recall that last year's ceremony was marred by
the keynote speech of Charlene Barshefsky, former U.S.
Trade Representative under Pres. Clinton and chief
apologist for such undemocratic free trade regimes as the
World Trade Organization (WTO). Even as she gave
another tired university-sanctioned plea for everyone to
just jump on the corporate globalization bandwagon, UW
graduates were facing a harsh economic future with
unprecedented downsizing, slashed benefit packages and
blatant union busting statewide. Thanks to NAFTA alone,
Wisconsin has lost over 19,000 jobs since 1994 as
companies shut down and relocated elsewhere in this race
to the bottom.

This year UW-Madison has once again found it fit to honor
not one - but two - technocratic architects of university
privatization and corporate globalization. Among those
receiving special honorary degrees on Fri. May 17th at
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add your own comments

Mr. Latker and Mr. Ruder definitely deserve some sort of
recognition for enabling such amazingly irresponsible
mercenary behavior - maybe a delicious pie in the face?

5:30 pm in the Kohl Center are Norman J. Latker and
David S. Ruder.
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Mr. Latker is probably most infamous for his role in
crafting the Bayh-Dohl Act. Passed in 1980, this federal
legislation allows universities to patent and then sell-off
the results of public research to private interests.
UW-Madison now ranks among the top ten in terms of
royalty income, exceeding $20+ million per year. UW has
also become rather fond of boasting about its numerous

.'·~·~pi~:~ff9~rp~r~ti~I1~•••-:-•••~.l!t?~.:~~~.id~lE!tol1"~~~ed.~al~.'.
Prolefeed Studios "':'Designswhere geneticallY engineereaaairycowsare .
Independent documentary film clearinghouse' being forced to crank out pharmaceutical products in their
andoryanlzerof Electric EyeCinema milk. A recent survey of U.S. industrial patents found that

PR Watch .; '.. ' ,..... over 73% were largely derived from work done at taxpayer
Helpingthe public reccgnize manipulative expense at institutions like UW-Madison. Corporations get
and misleading PR practices. A must-read their own federal tax breaks - to the tune of $2+ billion per
muckraker f .. ki kb k . th f f hyear - or giVing IC - ac sine orm 0 researc

"donations" to the same universities from which they later
leverage lucrative results. One sure hopes Mr.Latker has
gotten his fair share of the cream off the top of all this
public largesse over the years.

The Madison Times LocalnewSpaper
focusingon issues impactingcommunities of
color

Africa
nigeria
south africa

,~Madison IIVIC-TV
Killyourtelevision andClick here

As for Mr. Ruder, he's working diligently to tweak the legal
standards in favor of U.S. corporations in the era of
cutthroat global competition. He was chair of the Security
and Exchange Commission under Reagan/Bush from
1987-1989 when the SEC ran interference on behalf of
U.S. corporations facing domestic pressure for propping
up the South African apartheid regime and other heinous
dictatorships. Ruder has since moved on to become a law

..~~.~....._~._.~._-_..._~... prof. at Northwestern and president of the Corporate

Counsel Center. In case any budding profiteers want to
capture pearls of wisdom straight from his lips, they
should ante up $850 each to attend the 40th Annual
Corporate Counsel Institute. The two day session includes
several workshops addressing such vexing corporate
issues as: "Mergers and Acquisitions," "Intellectual
Property," and "What to do when the Press Calls." When
not greasing the skids for private interests in the global
capital markets, Mr. Ruder is greasing palms for the UW
Law School, having raised $6.6 million for the newly
remodeled "aircraft hanger" on Bascom Hall.

The Progressive
Madison-based monthly: magazine. "A
journalisticvoice for peaceandsocialjustice
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Can Van Hise bake pies as well as facts?
by Richard Latker 9:34pm Wed Aug 21 '02
address: Lot 1, DD228, Fei Ngo Shan, Hong Kong pristine@asia.com

Dear Indymedia:

I've only now come across your May 16, 2002 article
"UW-Madison Doles Out Dubious Degrees." I know it's
rather late for a reply. Still, the writer did have it wrong,
and I'd appreciate the chance to set the record straight.

Richard Latker

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
I share Charlie Van Hise's suspicion of the 1980
Bayh-Dole Act, of which my father, Norman Latker, was a
key architect (UW-Madison Doles Out Dubious Degrees,
May 16, 2002). It was a fundamental rightward shift in
intellectual property policy that, while perhaps bringing new
drugs to market more quickly, has ultimately served to
bolster corporate control over academia and erode
research independence at state universities. The issue
has prompted spirited disagreements between my father
and I for many years.

Accusing my father of "amazingly irresponsible mercenary
behavior" isquite ridiculous, however..A.nd assuming that
he has "gotten his fair share of the cream off the top",
would be just plain wrong. What he did get was *fired*. His
boss at the time-Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) Joseph Califano-was a bitter opponent
of the bill. Mr. Califano wasted no time in terminating my
father's employment once it became clear that the latter
was the intellectual force behind the legislation. While he
became something of a Republican cause celebre, it was
quite some time before my father was once again gainfully
employed. Our family lived on government severance pay
and, when that ran out, my mother's modest salary as
government biological scientist.

Just before the bill came to a vote in 1980, Califano
himself was fired by President Jimmy Carter, and my
father reinstated for a time. But he was never employed or
compensated by the giant agro-chem and pharmaceutical
corporations that so vastly benefited from his efforts.
While my father has received a handsome collection of
awards and certificates over the years for his efforts on
Bayh-Dole, he has never shared in the corporate spoils.
No kickbacks, no stock options and no briefcases full of
cash.

8/24/02 1:27 PM
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What had motivated my father, then a civil-servant patent
attorney in HEW, to assist Senators Birch Bayh (D) and
Robert Dole (R ) in redrafting the country's patent
legislation was not a desire to empower Monsanto or
Genentech, It was a libertarian-inspired frustration that
medical advances developed in universities were not
finding their way to market, due to federal government
lethargy in disseminating the intellectual property it
controlled, HEW was sitting on a mound of unutilised

.. ,i'advances· in drugs and medical technology that it ':owned::
c'bY·VirtOe···of··tnEffactthat··federalfunds'had···suPPorted···a········

portion of the initial research, Senator Bayh, one of the
country's more liberal legislators at the time, had personal
reasons to move the bill through congress: his wife was
dying of cancer. He stated publicly that the sluggish
pharmaceutical development pipeline had reduced

. treatment options for her.

Both Senator Bayh and my father believed that they were
empowering universities-not corporations-by giving
them commercial control over the innovations they
developed. An obvious majority of research scholars at
the time supported the bill, too. Few envisioned how
corporations would use the new legislation to leverage
control over academic research in public institutions. Nor
did they really appreciate the deleterious effect the bill
would have on American agricuiture.

My father, who voted for Nader in 2000, nowadays spends
his time picking hopeless fights with nasty suburban
property developers. He might even enjoy the pie in the
face you prescribe for him, if it tasted good and was
delivered in a spirit of democratic debate. He takes attacks
on his political legacy in good cheer. But to demonize him
as a greed-driven "mercenary" when you are not
acquainted with the facts is mean-spirited, and
undermines the credibility of your argument.
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Get involved with the indymedia
revolution at process.indymedia.org

Richard Latker
(former state secretary of the Wisconsin Labor-Farm
Party, a convenor of the UW-Greens in 1987, and
occassional all-night production editor at the Madison
Insurgent)

ps: an aside -- (One of the few politicians at the time who
did understand the ramifications of the Bayh-Dole
legislation was Wisconsin congressional representative
Robert Kastenmeier, who alienated core academic
supporters at UW-Madison with his opposition to the bill.

8/24/02 1:27 PM
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His arguments were spot on. Unfortunately, rather than
speak out against the very corporate influence he had
predicted would emerge, Kastenmeier began pandering to
university corporate donors in the mid-1980s at the
expense of his Dane family farm/Madison Left
constituency. His muddled stance contributed to his defeat
in 1990.)

pss: note spelling of Robert Dole (not "Dohl"),

8/24/02 1:27 PM
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His arguments were spot on. Unfortunately, rather than
speak out against the very corporate influence he had
predicted would emerge, Kastenmeier began pandering to
university corporate donors in the mid-1980s at the
expense of his Dane family farm/Madison Left
constituency. His muddled stance contributed to his defeat
in 1990.)
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UW~Madison's 2002 graduation
ceremony includes two rather dubious

... honorarydegreeawards.toapologists ..
. . for university·privatization· and corporate .

globalization.

While many students, friends, and relatives should be
justifiably proud of the diplomas they will be lining up to
receive this coming graduation weekend, there are a few
more dubious degrees being doled out by UW-Madison,
as well.

Many may recall that last year's ceremony was marred by
the keynote speech of Charlene Barshefsky, former U.S.
Trade Representative under Pres. Clinton and chief
apologist for such undemocratic free trade regimes as the
World Trade Organization (WTO). Even as she gave
another tired university-sanctioned plea for everyone to
just jump on the corporate globalization bandwagon, UW
graduates were facing a harsh economic future with
unprecedented downsizing;-slashed benefit packages and
blatant union busting statewide. Thanks to NAFTA alone,
Wisconsin has lost over 19,000 jobs since 1994 as
companies shut down and relocated elsewhere in this race
to the bottom.

This year UW-Madison has once again found it fit to honor
not one - but two - technocratic architects of university
privatization and corporate globalization. Among those
receiving special honorary degrees on Fri. May 17th at
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Mr. Latker and Mr. Ruder definitely deserve some sort of
recognition for enabling such amazingly irresponsible
mercenary behavior - maybe a delicious pie in the face?

As for Mr. Ruder, he's working diligently to tweak the legal
standards in favor of U.S. corporations in the era of
cutthroat global competition. He was chair of the Security
and Exchange Commission under Reagan/Bush from
1987-1989 when the SEC ran interference on behalf of
U.S. corporations facing domestic pressure for propping
up the South African apartheid regime and other heinous
dictatorships. Ruder has since moved on to become a law
prof. at Northwestern and president of the Corporate
Counsel Center. In case any budding profiteers want to
capture pearls of wisdom straight from his lips, they
should ante up $850 each to attend the 40th Annual
Corporate Counsel Institute. The two day session includes
several workshops addressing such vexing corporate
issues as; "Mergers and Acquisitions," "Intellectual
Property," and "What to do when the Press Calls." When
not greasing the skids for private interests in the global
capital markets, Mr. Ruder is greasing palms for the UW
Law School, having raised $6.6 million for the newly
remodeled "aircraft hanger" on Bascom Hall.

add your own comments

5:30 pm in the Kohl Center are Norman J. Latker and
David S. Ruder.

Mr. Latker is probably most infamous for his role in
crafting the Bayh-Dohl Act. Passed in 1980, this federal
legislation allows universities to patent and then sell-off
the results of public research to private interests.
UW-Madison now ranks among the top ten in terms of
royalty income, exceeding $20+ million per year. UW has
also become rather fond of boasting about its numerous
spin"Off corporations....; such as MiddletoncbasedGala
DeslgnswheregeneflcalfyeiigineerecrCfSliY"cows·are··········.."••••••......
being forced to crank out pharmaceutical products in their
milk. A recent survey of U.S. industrial patents found that
over 73% were largely derived from work done at taxpayer
expense at institutions like UW-Madison. Corporations get
their own federal tax breaks - to the tune of $2+ billion per
year - for giving kick-backs in the form of research
"donations" to the same universities from which they later
leverage lucrative results. One sure hopes Mr.Latker has
gotten his fair share of the cream off the top of all this
public largesse over the years.
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Accusing my father of "amazingly irresponsible mercenary
behavior" isquite ridiculous, however, And assuming that
he has "gotten his fair share of the cream off the top",
would be just plain wrong. What he did get was *fired*. His
boss at the time-Secretary of Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) Joseph Califano-was a bitter opponent
of the bill. Mr. Califano wasted no time in terminating my
father's employment once it became clear that the latter
was the intellectual force behind the legislation. While he
became something of a RepUblican cause celebre, it was
quite some time before my father was once again gainfully
employed. Our family lived on government severance pay
and, when that ran out, my mother's modest salary as
govemment biological scientist.

Just before the bill came to a vote in 1980, Califano
himself was fired by President Jimmy Carter, and my
father reinstated for a time. But he was never employed or
compensated by the giant agro-chem and pharmaceutical
corporations that so vastly benefited from his efforts.
While my father has received a handsome collection of
awards and certificates over the years for his efforts on
Bayh-Dole, he has never shared in the corporate spoils.
No kickbacks, no stock options and no briefcases full of
cash.

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
I share Charlie Van Hise's suspicion of the 1980
Bayh-Dole Act, of which my father, Norman Latker, was a
key architect (UW-Madison Doles Out Dubious Degrees,
May 16, 2002). It was a fundamental rightward shift in
intellectual property policy that, while perhaps bringing new
drugs to market more quickly, has ultimately served to
bolster corporate control over academia and erode
research independence at state universities. The issue
has prompted spirited disagreements between my father
and I for many years.

I've only now come across your May 16, 2002 article
"UW-Madison Doles Out Dubious Degrees." I know it's
rather late for a reply. Still, the writer did have it wrong,
and I'd appreciate the chance to set the record straight.

"Thanks & regards,
Richard Latker
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What had motivated my father, then a civil-servant patent
attorney in HEW, to assist Senators Birch Bayh (D) and
Robert Dole (R ) in redrafting the country's patent
legislation was not a desire to empower Monsanto or
Genentech. It was a libertarian-inspired frustration that
medical advances developed in universities were not
finding their way to market, due to federal government
lethargy in disseminating the intellectual property it
controlled. HEW was sitting on a mound of unutilised

... advances in·drugs and medical··technology that- it·~ownedn
bY··\tlrttl~··6f·th~facrthat·f~defal··f(jndshad···s(jpporteda····

portion of the initial research. Senator Bayh, one of the
country's more liberal legislators at the time, had personal
reasons to move the bill through congress: his wife was
dying of cancer. He stated publicly that the sluggish
pharmaceutical development pipeline had reduced
treatment options for her.

Both Senator Bayh and my father believed that they were
empowering universities-not corporations-by giving
them commercial control over the innovations they
developed. An obvious majority of research scholars at
the time supported the bill, too. Few envisioned how
corporations would use the new legislation to leverage
control over academic research in public institutions. Nor
did they really appreciate the deleterious effect the bill
would have on American agriculture.

My father, who voted for Nader in 2000, nowadays spends
his time picking hopeless fights with nasty suburban
property developers. He might even enjoy the pie in the
face you prescribe for him, if it tasted good and was
delivered in a spirit of democratic debate. He takes attacks
on his political legacy in good cheer. But to demonize him
as a greed-driven "mercenary" when you are not
acquainted with the facts is mean-spirited, and
undermines the credibility of your argument.

Richard Latker
(former state secretary of the Wisconsin Labor-Farm
Party, a convenor of the UW-Greens in 1987, and
occassional all-night production editor at the Madison
Insurgent)

ps: an aside - (One of the few politicians at the time who
did understand the ramifications of the Bayh-Dole
legislation was Wisconsin congressional representative
Robert Kastenmeier, who alienated core academic
supporters at UW-Madison with his opposition to the bill.
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